Students declared in the Certificate in Business Management for Agricultural and Life Sciences may choose to do an internship to get some experience in their field of interest. They can use the services provided by the CALS Career Services Office (https://cals.wisc.edu/academics/undergraduate-students/career-services/) to help find an internship, including Handshake (https://cals.wisc.edu/academics/undergraduate-students/career-services/handshake/), an online job/internship posting tool that provides students with hundreds of job and internship listings.

RENK SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Students declared in the Certificate in Business Management for Agricultural and Life Sciences are eligible to apply for the Renk Scholarship Program (https://renk.aae.wisc.edu/renk-scholarship/), which can provide scholarships for up to three years. The Renk Scholarship Program is part of the Renk Agribusiness Institute (https://renk.aae.wisc.edu/) and emphasizes leadership in contemporary agricultural issues and activities linked to agribusiness.